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Background: Treatment of sex partners by patient-delivered partner therapy (PDPT) may prove to be an effective strategy in reducing
reinfection and preventing the sequelae of sexually transmitted infections (STIs). However, limited data exists regarding STIs within sexual
partnerships (dyads).
Objective: The objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of Chlamydia trachomatis (CT), Neisseria gonorrhoeae (GC), and
Trichomonas vaginalis (TV) in sexual dyads to estimate the potential
yield and limitations of PDPT.
Methods: Male and female STI clinic attendees were invited to
participate. Index subjects and partners were interviewed and tested
for CT, GC, and TV. All partners were sought regardless of infection
status of the index subject.
Results: Of 210 dyads, the prevalence in index subjects was CT,
46%; GC, 18%; and TV, 14%. Considering the partners of 72 CTonly-infected index subjects, 57% had CT, 6% had GC, and 11% had
TV. Considering the partners of 35 index subjects with GC or GC–CT
coinfection, 57% had GC and/or CT; however, in 20% of partners,
unsuspected TV was present. Among 74 dyads with uninfected index
subjects, 26% of partners had an STI. Among the partners of 19 index
subjects with TV only, 11% had CT, 5% had GC, and 37% had TV.
Conclusion: In our clinic population, a substantial number of
partners had infections different from or in addition to those infections
in the index. Many of these infected partners would not be diagnosed
and treated using PDPT. Partners of index attendees without detected
infection were at high risk (26%) for STI, mostly CT.

of potential exposure and encourage them to seek treatment. The
goals of partner notification are to ensure timely treatment of
infected sex partners, to reduce potential for sequelae, and to
prevent reinfection of the treated index patient and infection of
other sexual contacts. Major shortcomings of partner notification
are low rates of partner contact and treatment, partner noncompliance in seeking care after notification, and difficulties in identifying and contacting nonregular partners.4 – 8
An alternative to traditional partner notification is patient-delivered partner treatment (PDPT) in which infected index subjects
deliver appropriate medication to partners. Several studies have
shown that PDPT is well accepted by index subjects and effective
in preventing repeated chlamydia and gonorrhea infections.9 –12
PDPT is often prescribed by individual clinicians13 and is routinely
used in some public health settings.9,14 Although PDPT appears to
be a useful clinical strategy for partner treatment, some important
limitations are the absence of diagnostic testing of the partner for
other STIs before receiving treatment and missed opportunities for
partner counseling and education.15
Conceptually, PDPT is an extension of “epidemiologic” partner
treatment. The Centers of Disease Control and Prevention recommends initial presumptive treatment (ie, without confirmation of
infection) of sexual contacts of infected index patients followed by
diagnostic testing. Possible coinfections can also be treated presumptively.16 Studies conducted in a number of high and low
sexually transmitted disease (STD) prevalence settings have documented high rates of coinfection with Neisseria gonorrhoeae
(GC) and Chlamydia trachomatis (CT) (range, 9 – 67%)17–21 and
with Trichomonas vaginalis (TV).22–24 Alternatively, diagnostic
testing can be used with subsequent treatment of any additional
infections. Epidemiologic partner treatment is generally safe and
cost-effective because sexual partners have a high likelihood of
infection.25,26 In common with other forms of epidemiologic treatment, PDPT is likely associated with overtreatment of a substantial
number of uninfected partners.
This study was designed to examine the prevalence of CT, GC,
and TV in partners of index subjects infected with CT, GC and/or
CT, and TV. We also examined the prevalence of infections in
partners of uninfected STI clinic clients with the hypothesis that

REINFECTION OF TREATED INDEX SUBJECTS by untreated
partners accounts for 14% to 30% of incident bacterial sexually
transmitted infections (STIs).1–3 Treatment of sex partners through
partner notification is a cornerstone of STI prevention efforts and
reduces the risk of reinfection in index subjects.2 Partner notification is the process whereby the index patients (i.e., patient referral)
or healthcare provider (i.e., provider referral) notify the sex partner
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these partners may be a part of sexual network with high STI
prevalence, and therefore at high risk for infection even if the
index patient is uninfected.
Methods
Study Design and Population
Sexually active heterosexual males and females between the
ages of 15 and 25 years (regardless of genital symptoms or
infection status) visiting an urban STD clinic in Indianapolis, IN,
were invited to participate in a study of STD in sexual partnerships
(dyads). Eligibility criteria included sexual activity in the last 30
days, willingness to identify all sex partners in the last 30 days, and
a working knowledge of English. Exclusion criteria were antibiotic
use in the last 30 days, known HIV infection or any other immunesuppressive condition, clinic visit necessitated by sexual assault,
and emotional or mental health conditions that would preclude
partner enrollment. The most common reasons for nonparticipation
were lack of time and lack of interest. Eligibility criteria applied to
index participants. Sex partners were enrolled on the basis of
willingness to participate.
Written informed consent was obtained from all eligible participants. The study protocols were reviewed and approved by the
Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis Institutional
Review Board.
Enrollment
Both index subjects and partners completed an enrollment questionnaire to provide demographic information, including age, race,
gender, education, reasons for seeking care, age at first sexual
intercourse, prior self-reported STIs, and total number of partners
in the last 30 days. Trained research staff conducted face-to-face
interviews using a 30-day calendar recall for coitus and the presence of genital symptoms. Participants were asked to identify each
day on which coitus occurred during the previous 30 days. For
each day with coital activity, participants were asked about the
number of sex partners, the number of coital events with each
partner, and whether a condom was used during each identified
coital event.
The first enrolled subject was designated the index subject. In
cases in which both presented together, the distinction between
index and partner was arbitrary. In our study, 83 (40%) of the dyad
members came together to the clinic. Research disease intervention
specialists offered study participation to all partners of infected
and uninfected index subjects whom they could locate. Each index
subject could provide information for up to 4 sex partners in the
last 30 days. A partner could also enroll as an index for additional
partners. Dyads with multiple partners were analyzed as separate
dyads.
Laboratory Data
All index subjects and enrolled partners were tested for chlamydia, gonorrhea, and trichomonas. N. gonorrhoeae and C. trachomatis were sought by culture on cervical (women) and urethral
(men) specimens. From women, rectal and urethral swabs were
obtained for N. gonorrhoeae and C. trachomatis cultures, respectively. Nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) for N. gonorrhoeae and C. trachomatis was done on cervical, vaginal, urethral,
and urine specimens for women and on urethral and urine specimens for the men using COBAS AMPLICOR CT/NG (Roche
Diagnostic Systems, Indianapolis, IN). NAAT testing for T. vaginalis was done on vaginal (women) and urine (women and men)
specimens using a T. vaginalis polymerase chain reaction based on

TABLE 1.

Dyad Characteristics

Variable

Index

Age, years (median)
Race
Black, no. (%)
White, no. (%)
Other, no. (%)
Age at sexual debut, years (median)
Prior sexually transmitted infection, no. (%)
Number of partners, past 30 d (median)
Coital events, past 30 d (mean)
Condom-protected coital events, past 30 d
(%)
Genital symptoms, past 30 d, no. (%)*

21

Partner
21

151 (72)
47 (22)
12 (6)
14
116 (55)
1
9.8

142 (68)
59 (28)
9 (4)
14
103 (49)
1
10

37
126 (60)

29
82 (39)

*Statistically significant P ⬍0.05.

the Amplicor platform with primers specific for T. vaginalis as
previously described.27,28 Specimens were collected by experienced clinical research staff and processed at Indiana University
research laboratory facilities. Infection for the target organism was
defined as any positive test from any specimen in a given subject.
Statistical Methods
Demographic, behavioral, and clinical characteristics of index
subjects and their partners in the study were compared using
descriptive statistics. The main outcomes examined were the difference in infection status between CT-only- and GC and/or CTcoinfected index subjects and their partners. In addition, infection
status of partners of uninfected index subjects and infection status
of index subjects infected only with TV were also examined. SAS
version 8 was used for the analysis.
To estimate potential yield and missed infections, we assumed a
theoretical PDPT program in which 1) partners of index subjects
infected only with CT would be treated for CT only; and 2)
partners of index subjects infected with GC with or without CT
coinfection would be treated for both GC and CT. Yield is expressed as the percent of partners that harbor the target organism(s), and missed infections are expressed as the percent of
partners that harbor an infection not present in the index subject
that would therefore go untreated.
Results
Between April 2000 and October 2003, 210 heterosexual sexual
dyads were enrolled, consisting of 101 males and 109 females
among the index subjects (Table 1). The majority of participants
were black. Although 55% self-reported a history of STI, 60%
named only 1 sexual partner in the preceding 30 days. The median
number of coital events was 5 (range, 1–73) in the last 30 days and
37% of these events were condom-protected. Index subjects were
more likely than partners to report symptoms preceding the clinic
visit. Approximately 40% of the dyad members presented to the
clinic together.
Sexually Transmitted Infection Prevalence in Index Subjects
The overall prevalence in the entire study population (index and
partners) of CT (41%), GC (15%), and TV(14%) was high, as
would be expected in an STD clinic sample (Table 2). Among 210
index subjects, 96 (46%) had CT, of whom 72 had CT only and 24
had GC or TV coinfection. In 38 (18%) index subjects with GC, 19
had only GC, 16 had GC–CT, and 3 had GC–TV coinfections. TV
was present in 29 (14%) index subjects, including 19 with only
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TABLE 2. Prevalence of Sexually Transmitted Infection Among
Index Subjects and Partner
Index (N ⫽ 210)
No. (%)

Infection
CT only
GC only
TV only
CT–GC
CT–TV
GC–TV
CT–GC–TV
None

72 (34)
19 (9)
19 (9)
16 (8)
7 (3)
2 (1)
1(⬍1)
74 (35)

Partner (N ⫽ 210)
No. (%)
53 (25)
7 (3)
12 (6)
9 (4)
9 (4)
2 (1)
5 (2)
113 (54)

CT ⫽ Chlamydia trachomatis; GC ⫽ Neisseria gonorrhoeae; TV ⫽
Trichomonas vaginalis.

TV; 7 had TV–CT and 2 had TV–GC coinfections. One index
subject was infected with all 3 organisms.
Sexually Transmitted Infection Prevalence in Sexual Dyads
In the 210 dyads studied, 55 (26%) dyads were uninfected (i.e.,
the 3 target organisms were not detected at any site in either
partner) and 155 (74%) had 1 or both dyad members infected with
CT, GC, or TV (Fig. 1). Among the 155 infected dyads, 77 (50%)
dyads had only 1 infected person and in 78 (50%) dyads, both
members were infected. In dyads having only 1 infected member,
the index subject only was positive in 58 dyads (75%). In 19 dyads
(26%), the partner only was subsequently found to be positive.
Thus, 19 index subjects who themselves were uninfected had
partners who were infected with an STI.
Among 78 dyads with both members infected, 63% had identical infections (Fig. 1). In these dyads, the same organism infected
both members, and no additional infections were identified. However, in 29 dyads (37%), there were either single but different
infections or additional infections between the index subject and
partner.

TABLE 3.

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

●
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Partner Infection Status

Infection Status
Partner, No.
(%)*
Index CT Only GC or GC–CT TV Only Uninfected
CT
GC
TV
Uninfected

(N ⫽ 72)
41 (57)
4 (6)
8 (11)
29 (40)

(N ⫽ 35)
12 (34)
16 (46)
7 (20)
15 (43)

(N ⫽ 19)
2 (11)
1 (5)
7 (37)
10 (53)

(N ⫽ 74)
16 (22)
—
3 (4)
55 (74)

*The sum total is greater than 100% because there were partners
with multiple infections present.
CT ⫽ Chlamydia trachomatis; GC ⫽ Neisseria gonorrhoeae; TV ⫽
Trichomonas vaginalis.

Potential Yield of Theoretical Patient-Delivered Partner
Therapy Approach
To estimate the potential yield and missed infections, we assumed a theoretical PDPT program in which 1) partners of index
subjects infected only with CT would be treated for CT only; and
2) partners of index subjects infected with GC with or without CT
coinfection would be treated for both GC and CT.
Partners of Chlamydia trachomatis-Only Infected Index Subjects
The partner infection status of index subjects with CT only is
shown in Table 3. The overall yield of a theoretical PDPT program
for CT is 41 CT-infected partners (57%) of 72 CT-infected index
subjects. Missed infections include 4 partners (6%) with GC and 8
partners (11%) with TV. Twenty-nine (40%) partners were not
infected and would receive CT treatment unnecessarily.
Partners of Neisseria gonorrhoeae or Neisseria gonorrhoeae–
Chlamydia trachomatis-Coinfected Index Subjects
The partner infection status of index subjects infected with GC
only or with GC–CT coinfections is shown in Table 3. The overall
yield of a theoretical PDPT program for GC or GC–CT coinfections was 20 GC and/or CT-infected partners (57%) of 35 index
subjects. Missed infections included 7 (20%) partners with TV. All
7 partners with TV infections had additional GC, CT, or both.
Fifteen partners (43%) did not have either GC or CT and would
receive dual treatment unnecessarily.
Partners of Uninfected Index Subjects
Most (55 of 74 [74%]) partners of uninfected index subjects
seeking care were uninfected. However, 19 partners (26%) were
infected, most frequently with CT (84%) (Table 3)
Partners of Trichomonas vaginalis-Only-infected Index Subjects
The partner infection status of index subjects with TV only is
shown in Table 3. Among 19 TV-infected index subjects, 6 (32%)
partners had TV only, 1 (5%) partner had CT, 1 (5%) partner had
GC, and 1 partner had TV–CT coinfection. In 10 partners (53%),
no infection was found.
Discussion

Fig. 1. Sexually transmitted infections in dyads.

Our study allows us to compare infections found in extensively
sampled sexual partnerships recruited from a high-risk urban STI
clinic. We do not have either directly evaluated PDPT or strategies
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pertaining to PDPT. However, the detailed information on STIs in
sexual partnerships can be used to illustrate the potential yields and
limitations of PDPT were it to be used in a high-risk setting such as
ours.
In addition, our data provides evidence that the partners of uninfected index clients of an STI clinic are at a substantial risk of
infection, mostly CT. Although understanding the limitation that there
currently does not exist any public health consensus regarding screening for TV with sensitive amplification tests, we provide evidence of
relatively frequent unsuspected TV infection in partners.
These results demonstrate the potential yield of PDPT and the
risk of missed and untreated infections in sex partners. Consistent
with other studies,25,26,30 our results demonstrate that dyad members have a high likelihood of similar STD, thus providing a
significant opportunity for PDPT to reduce the risk of reinfection
and transmission.
We found CT in 57% of partners of index subjects infected with
CT only and GC and/or CT in 57% of partners of GC and
GC–CT-coinfected index subjects. Current epidemiologic treatment protocols and PDPT are both based on the implicit assumption that sex partners of infected index patients are likely to have
the same organism, either by transmitting the infection or having
been exposed themselves through sexual contact. Thus, empiric
treatment of partners before availability of test results is a feasible
and cost-effective strategy in reducing repeated infections.2,17,29,30
Based on our results, we estimated that PDPT for chlamydia only
or gonorrhea– chlamydia coinfection, depending on the index subject’s diagnosed infection, would effectively treat 57% (41 of 72)
of partners of CT-only index subjects and 57%(20 of 35) of the
partners of GC or GC–CT-coinfected index subjects.
It should be noted that our study does not measure the actual
efficacy or outcome of PDPT. The success of which would invariably
depend on a number of factors such as reliable delivery of medications by the index patient to the partner, partner compliance with the
treatment regimen, and the presence and degree of antibiotic resistance present in the community. Previous studies have shown reduced
rates of reinfection among index subjects receiving PDPT,9 –12 providing indirect evidence of acceptability of PDPT by both the index
subjects and the partner and partner compliance with the given medications.31,32 However, no studies have directly assessed partner infection status and compliance with PDPT, including the effect of
different treatment regimens on efficacy and outcomes.
The design of our study allows us to look at the magnitude of
untreated or missed infections in partners if PDPT were implemented based on the organism identified in the index subjects. For
example, if, according to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, partners of index subjects infected only with CT
were treated only for CT, then 4 of 72 (6%) partners with unsuspected GC would remain untreated. Lacking the availability of
diagnostic testing and therefore follow up, these infections would
remain undiagnosed and untreated unless the partners independently chose to seek care. Research of traditional partner notification programs has demonstrated that a significant number of partners do not seek care in a timely manner.4,33,34 We suggest that,
when possible within STI clinic settings using PDPT, partners be
screened for other infections regardless of the treatment received.
Strategies that would enhance partner testing such as self-collected
specimens (eg, urine or vaginal/urethral swabs) that could be
mailed or dropped in at the STI clinic need to be examined.
In our study, partners of index subjects infected with CT only (8
of 72 [11%]) and index subjects infected with GC or GC–CT (7 of
35 [20%]) had a significant likelihood of unsuspected TV infection
(overall, 15 of 107 [14%]). Although no public health consensus
currently exists for screening for TV with sensitive tests in any
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population, these partners with unsuspected TV would go undiagnosed and untreated and comprise a significant group of missed
infections in our population. A considerable literature suggests that
untreated trichomoniasis leads to adverse health outcomes in
women and men, including increased human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV) transmission.23,24,35–37 Among women, sequelae of
untreated trichomonas include premature delivery, low birth
weight, atypical pelvic inflammatory disease, and cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN).24 TV has also been associated with
nongonococcal urethritis and infertility in men.23,24 Thus, the
substantial frequency of unanticipated TV infections found in the
partners in our study may take on greater significance as ongoing
research solidifies and expands appreciation of the health consequences of trichomoniasis.
Potential harms of PDPT are unnecessary treatment of uninfected
partners and risk of fostering antibiotic resistance. However, these
risks are no greater than if the partners had presented for evaluation
and received the recommended epidemiologic treatment. Our results
showed that PDPT directed toward CT and GC would result in
treatment of 40% and 43% uninfected partners, respectively. From a
public health perspective, if PDPT is effective in reducing the transmission of CT and GC, the decreased prevalence of these infections
in the population could result in decreased use of antimicrobials in the
long-term and prevent the development of resistance.
In our study, infections were present in one fourth of partners of
uninfected STI clinic clients. Because STI clinics generally serve
a population of high-risk individuals frequently involved in sexual
networks with a high prevalence of STD, our findings support the
concept that seeking care in STI clinic settings, in of itself, may be
a predictor of infection risk within a network.3 Although generally
not done, we suggest that posttest counseling for uninfected STI
clients should emphasize the importance of routine screening and
testing for their partners.
Available data suggest that PDPT may be an effective and
expeditious strategy in partner treatment and should decrease the
risk of reinfections in index patients. Further prospective studies
are needed to examine the impact of partner treatment, reinfection
rates, and actual partner compliance with PDPT. Additional work
needs to be done looking at the cost of missed infections and
unnecessary treatments along with comparing cost-effectiveness of
PDPT to self-referral outcomes.
The limitations of this study should be noted. The study population was recruited from an STI clinic and may be different from
sexual dyads seeking care in non-STD settings or those not seeking
care at all. Our dyads had a very high prevalence of infection, and
our results may not be generalizable to other STI clinics with lower
infection rates or different population characteristics. Overall, 40%
of our dyad members presented together to seek care, for whom
PDPT is not applicable. The majority of the dyads members
reported only 1 partner (61%) in the last 30 days, although given
the high rates of infection, this may represent underreporting of
partners. Additionally, our sample included only the partners that
we were able to recruit, and in cases in which there were index
subjects with multiple partners, the partners who either refused
participation or were unable to be contacted may have increased
the risk of infection in the index subject. In our study, women had
more biologic sites/samples checked for infection as compared
with men, increasing the likelihood of overestimating infection
rates in women and underestimating rates in men. Finally, our
study was not designed to address the actual efficacy of, adherence
to, or outcome of PDPT; therefore, our results are at best an
estimation of the potential yield and limitations of such a strategy.
In conclusion, sexual dyad members frequently share similar
infections, and PDPT based on index subjects’ testing results could
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be an effective approach in similar STI clinics. However, a substantial number of partners have different infections than found in
index subjects. Thus, a theoretical PDPT program focused on CT
and GC would miss a relatively small number of GC infections in
partners. A larger number of TV infections would be missed in
partners, which may assume greater significance as the health
consequences of TV infections are better understood.
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